Easydocs

Electronic In-Cab Documents

Electronic documents at your fingertips
all managed and distributed from NextGen

Transport operators and drivers have a large number of documents that they need to keep in the vehicle to meet various
legislative requirements as well as business requirements of their customers. Ensuring that every driver has the correct
documents can be a burdensome and expensive exercise, especially as documents can be updated on a regular basis.
There are financial penalties in place for both the driver and the company if the correct documents are not in the vehicle
when an enforcement officer inevitably pulls the vehicle over for a roadside check. There could also be other business
penalties if a driver does not have a copy of his induction certificate to a customer site in the vehicle when the driver
arrives to load or deliver goods.
Other documents that are not required but useful for the driver, such as safety meeting minutes, site maps, delivery
instructions, etc. can add to the burden of keeping the documents correct and up to date.

What is Easydocs?
Easydocs has been designed to make this job easier. The
jurisdictions have agreed that as long as the driver has
access to the documents in the cab at the time of inspection,
then they can be in stored electronically rather than paperbased.
Easydocs runs on the iFace, Transtech’s in-vehicle
touchscreen tablet. The iFace is a driver tool that is used
to view any documents that have been sent to them from
Transtech’s NextGen platform.
Back-office staff and management are able to upload
documents via NextGen, which are then automatically
transmitted to the selected iFace(s). The transmission flags
the iFace application to download the associated documents
to the device. The documents are then available for drivers to
view instantly – even when they are out of communications
range.
NextGen’s advanced architecture is utilised to manage
and distribute documents and folders. Administrative staff
and management create folders, which then allows them
to upload documents and associate them to vehicles.
Documents can be uploaded to entire fleets or selected
vehicles.
Easydocs allows for internal communication of important
items to be distributed to all drivers. Some drivers and
vehicles may rarely return to the depot making updating
paper documents extremely difficult and costly. By updating
documents over-the-air, management can upload meeting
minutes, internal company documents and safe driving plans
to send to fleets for all drivers to access. The application
allows operators to keep all their drivers of their vehicles in
the loop.

Key Benefits

Key Features

Upload and distribute documents through a simple
platform that is painless and straightforward.

Utilises the iFace, a 7” in-cab tablet, for drivers to
access documents on the fly.

Electronic documents available quickly and easily –
drivers no longer have to carry binders and folders full
of documents around with them.
Operators can easily manage and distribute
documents using a comprehensive module on
NextGen.
Helps operators comply with NHVR documentation
requirements.
Available even when outside of 3G communications
range.

Operators and back-office staff and managers upload
and distribute documents via NextGen – further
extends NextGen’s already feature-full architecture.
Upload and distribute documents to entire fleets or
selected vehicles.
Documents organised into folders, allowing drivers to
easily navigate through and find the documents they
require. This allows the back-office to cleverly store
documents.
Doubles as a document library – operators do not have
to distribute the documents to vehicles.

Increase company wide communication channels to
drivers.
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